
FUNDAMENTALS TEST – STANDARDS BASED GRADING RUBRIC 

ART.M.I.6/7/8.1: Play with expression and technical accuracy 

 

Student’s Name: __________________________________________ Date: Oct. 2, 2019                   

 AP P PP NP Practice for improvement 

Etude 

Tone 

     
____Practice long tones       ____Practice on mouthpiece alone 

____Breathing exercise        ____Daily practice 

Phrasing     

____Breathing exercise 

____ “Hiss” the phrase 

____Plan where to breathe (and mark it) 

Dynamics     

____Plan the dynamics (and mark it) 

____Practice playing loud (more air) 

____Practice playing quiet (support) 

Technique  
(Notes) 

    

____Say the note names before you play 

____Do the fingerings without playing 

____Follow the practice process 

____Brass: work on high-low changes (lip slurs) 

Rhythm     
____Count and clap       ____Analyze the counting 

____Use a metronome   ____Write in the counts 

Articulation     

____Practice in front of a mirror 
____Say “ta-ta” for tongued notes 
____Say “ti-a” for slurred notes 
____Keep air stream steady and interrupt only with tongue. 

____ More air for accents 

#107      

#167      

Overall     
 

Posture     

____ Do a “posture check” 
____ Practice in front of a mirror 
____ Practice sitting then standing 

Embouchure     

____ Practice in front of a mirror  ____Feel your face as you play 
____ “Rest” your embouchure 

____Do this: _________________________________ 



BAND PLAYING TEST – STANDARDS BASED GRADING RUBRIC 

ART.M.I.6/7/8.1: Play with expression and technical accuracy 

 

 

  

Non-Proficient Partially Proficient Proficient 
Advanced 
Proficient 

Tone 

Music is not performed with 
uncharacteristic tone that it 
interferes the overall performance. 

Music is performed with 
slightly uncharacteristic tone 
that slightly interferes with 
the performance. 

Music is consistently 
performed with 
characteristic tone of 
grade level 

Music is always 
performed with 
characteristic tone 
consistent of an 
advanced musician. 
Vibrato when 
applicable.  

Phrasing 

Music is not performed with 
appropriate phrasing. 

Music is sometimes 
performed with appropriate 
phrasing. 

Music is consistently 
performed with 
appropriate phrasing. 

Music is performed 
with nuance and 
expression that shapes 
the phrase.   

Dynamics 

Music is not performed with 
appropriate dynamics. 

Music is sometimes 
performed with appropriate 
dynamics marked in the 
music. 

Music is consistently 
performed with 
appropriate dynamics 
marked in the music. 

Music is played with 
written dynamics AND 
implied dynamics that 
enhance the 
performance.  

Technique 

Music is not performed with many 
incorrect notes that it interferes the 
overall performance. 

Music is performed with 
some incorrect notes and 
slightly interferes with the 
performance. 
 

Music is consistently 
performed with correct 
notes with fluency. 
 

Music is always 
performed with correct 
notes and there is a 
fluency and clarity to 
the performance. 
 

Articulations 

Music is not performed with many 
incorrect articulations that it 
interferes the overall performance. 

Music is performed with 
some incorrect articulation 
and slightly interferes with 
the performance. 

 

Music is consistently 
performed with correct 
notated articulation. 

Correct notated 
articulations performed 
have fluency and clarity 
in the start and ending 
of each note.  

Rhythm 

Music is not performed with many 
incorrect rhythms that it interferes 
the overall performance. 

Music is performed with 
some incorrect rhythms and 
slightly interferes with the 
performance. 
 

Music is consistently 
performed with correct 
rhythms. 
 

Correct rhythms 
contain precision and 
duration related to the 
meter.  
 


